### Corrigendum to Centralised Employment Notice No.02/2014

Published in Employment News / Rozgar samachar Dated: 20-9-2014.

1) The following categories are being modified / added to the in CEN No. 02/2014.

#### Cat. No | Name of the Post | RRBs | Rly. | No. of Vacancies | PWD Suitability
---|---|---|---|---|---
1 | | | | | 
3 | SSE/ Works | Secunderabad SCR | 6 2 0 5 13 1 0 1 0 | OH(OL) |
11 | SSE/ Diesel Mechanical | Malda SER | 1 1 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 | OH(OA) |
12 | SSE/ Diesel Electrical | Mumbai CR | 1 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 | OH(OA) |
46 | JE/ Carriage & Wagon | Ajmer NWR | 4 2 1 1 8 0 0 0 0 | OH(OA,OL) |
50 | JE/ Diesel Mechanical | Chennai SR | 1 1 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 | OH(OA,OL) |
51 | JE/ Diesel Electrical | Chennai SR | 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 | OH(OA,OL) |
76 | DMS | Mumbai CR | 2 0 0 1 3 0 0 1 0 | OH(OA,OL) & HH |

2) PWD Suitability for the following categories should be read as given below:

#### Cat. No | Name of the Post | RRB | Rly. | PWD Suitability
---|---|---|---|---
4 | SSE/ Drawing (Civil) | Secunderabad SCR | OH (OA, OL, BL) & HH |
5 | SSE/ Estimator | Malda SER | OH & HH |
9 | SSE/ (Mechanical) | Mumbai CR | OH (OL) |
21 | SSE/ Electrical/ Electrical (GS) | Mumbai CR | OH (OL) & HH |
25 | SSE/ Electrical (TRS) | Mumbai CR | OH (OL) & HH |
35 | CDMS | All RRBs | -- | OH (OA, OL) & HH |
36 | JE (P.WAY) | Bhubaneswar ECoR | Not Suitable |
39 | JE (Drawing/ Drawing & Design (Civil) | Secunderabad SCR | OH (OA, OL, BL) & HH |
40 | JE Estimator / Sr. Estimator | Bhubaneswar ECoR | OH (OL) |
45 | JE (Mechanical) | Bhopal WR | OH (OA, OL) |
46 | JE Carriage & Wagon (Open Line) | Mumbai WR | OH (OA, OL) |
56 | JE (Electrical)/ Electrical General | Bangalore RWF | OH (OL) & HH |
58 | JE (Electrical) | Jammu Srinagar DMW | HH & OH (OL) |
62 | JE (Drawing/ Design/ Design & Drawing) Electrical | Secunderabad SCR | OH (OL, BL) & HH |
70 | JE (IT) | Secunderabad SCR | Not Suitable |
76 | DMS | All RRBs | -- | OH (OA, OL) & HH |
77 | CMA | Mumbai CR | OH (OL) |

Size: 16 x 24 = 384 sq. cm.